Instructions for self-assembly panels with mounting adhesive

Installation of mollis® wall panels is simple, fast and clean. You can easily do it yourself in a few minutes.

For the application of panels, we recommend a dedicated mollis® assembly adhesive, which has a high initial gluing strength and has a strong bond after curing.

1. Prepare the assembly tools: glue, pencil, level and ruler.
2. Gently unpack the panel from the foil so as not to damage the product.
3. We recommend that you make a test layout of panels on the floor or draw guide lines on the wall.
4. Use a dry cloth to clean the back of the panel from spack. Next, apply glue to the panel at intervals of about 25 cm.
5. Glue the panel in place, pressing it lightly. Remember to precisely fit it in the corner.

When laying panels on the wall, it is worth paying attention to the uniform direction of the fabric weave.

Instructions for self-assembly of Velcro or tape panels

As an alternative to mounting glue, we also recommend high adhesion Velcro tapes or pads.

Assembly has never been this easy! An additional advantage of such installation is the ability to change the panels at any time without trouble and damaging the wall.

1. Prepare assembly tools: Velcro or tape, pencil, cutter, level and ruler.
2. Gently unpack the panel from the foil so as not to damage the product.
3. We recommend that you make a test layout of panels on the floor or draw guide lines on the wall.
4. Dry vacuum the gluing surface and then glue the tape or Velcro evenly to the panel at intervals of about 25 cm with the white side.
5. Glue the panel in a suitable place on the wall, pressing it lightly.
6. If you are making a headrest on a laminated board, glue the panel in a suitable place on the board and press lightly.

The use of Velcro facilitates quick disassembly of the panels.